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A Poodle Shall Lead Him
Much as the British PM is derided as the U.S. president’s pet, Blair popularized his
“ethical foreign policy” long before Bush fell under the neocon spell.
By Brendan O’Neill
L O N D O N —On both sides of the
Atlantic, it has become fashionable to
refer to British Prime Minister Tony
Blair as President George W. Bush’s
“poodle.” Where the leaders of other
European states, most notably France
and Germany, snubbed Bush’s bombardment of Iraq, Blair stood shoulder-toshoulder with the president, yapping his
approval of his master’s destruction of
the Ba’athist regime.
In Britain, at least, you cannot open a
newspaper or a magazine without reading that Blair is the president’s panting
pet. Last year, following the embarrassing overheard conversation between
Bush and Blair at the G8 gathering in
Russia—where the president greeted
the PM with the words “Yo, Blair!” and
thanked him for the sweater he gave
him—a writer for the Guardian said
Blair had become Bush’s “servant.” It is
clear, said Ros Taylor, that Bush
“exploits” the “feeble Blair.”
Under the headline “Yo, Bush! Start
Treating Our Prime Minister With
Respect,” the tabloid Daily Mirror said
the unguarded exchange reinforced “the
damaging public image of Blair as the
US President’s poodle.” A new book by
the British writer Geoffrey Wheatcroft
titled Yo, Blair!, published this month,
argues that the consequence of Blair’s
slavish relations with Bush is that
British politics, if not British land, has
become colonized by the neocons.
When Blair meekly lined up with the
Bushies to support Israel’s bombing of

Lebanon last summer, the British leftleaning weekly The New Statesman
demanded, “Unhitch us from the Bush
chariot.” The magazine spoke for many in
the latte-drinking classes when it warned
against allowing Bush to continue “to set
the bearings of our moral compass.”
In popular culture, too, Blair is
blasted for sucking up to Bush. In 2005,
the Pet Shop Boys, those aging survivors
of 80s synthesizer pop, had a hit with
“I’m With Stupid,” in which they imagined Blair thinking of Bush in the following terms: “See you on the TV / Call you
every day / Fly across the ocean / Just to
let you get your way.” In short, Blair is
the sycophant in chief to the commander in chief. The British film “Love,
Actually” had Hugh Grant playing a
posh, slightly dithering but affable PM
blatantly based on Blair—only this PM
distanced himself from the American
president (played by a sneering Billy
Bob Thornton) in scenes that were
cheered in some British cinemas.
It is of course true that Blair has been
unquestioningly supportive of the Bush
administration’s disastrous war in Iraq.
He has recently announced that British
troops will start withdrawing, but alongside Australia’s John Howard, Blair has
been one of a dwindling number of
world leaders that Bush has been able to
rely upon to provide an internationalist
gloss to America’s wars.
So isn’t it accurate to portray Blair as
an obedient, fetching pup to Bush’s rottweiler? Not at all, in my view. Indeed,

one might argue that Bush is Blair’s
poodle. Many of the worst aspects of the
Bush Doctrine—its reduction of world
affairs to a black-and-white tableau of
good and evil; its disregard for state sovereignty; its cynical claim to be acting in
the interests of humanity—were inherited by the neoconservatives from Blair’s
“ethical foreign policy” of the 1990s.
Tagging Blair a “poodle” absolves him
of responsibility for his key role in creating today’s attack-dog militarism. For
while he may have been a nodding dog
over the Iraq War, he also helped to
shape what has come to be known as
the Bush Doctrine.
Blair was executing bloody wars of
intervention for years before the neocons took the White House in 2001. He
stormed to power in the British general
election of 1997 on a ticket of cleaning
up Parliamentary politics at home (following years of “sleaze scandals”) and
fixing other people’s problems overseas.
He announced that his government
would pursue an “ethical foreign policy,”
one that was proactive, interventionist,
and would do battle with “wickedness”
wherever it lurked.
Blair was a key architect of the NATOled bombing campaign of Yugoslavia in
1999. Where President Bill Clinton provided the military muscle for that war,
which killed 600 civilians in Yugoslavia
and left large parts of the country in ruins,
Blair is widely regarded as its author and
salesman. Blair also sent British troops to
Sierra Leone. In 1998, he and Clinton
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bombed Iraq, on the dubious grounds that
it had WMD that posed a threat to world
peace, a full five years before Blair did so
again with Bush in 2003.
These pre-Bush wars not only show
that Blair is perfectly capable of launching bloody crusades without first being
schmoozed by Bush over a beer at his
Texas ranch, they also paved the way
for the Bushies’ new and lethal style of
warmongering. Blair, under Clinton’s
approving eye, effectively wrote the
script for today’s wars against “evil,”
which are apparently about “liberating”
people from tyranny.
Many of us rightly lambast Bush for
two aspects of his foreign policy in particular: his cynical and pseudo-religious
view that the world can be divided into
Good (America and its friends) and Evil
(everyone else) and his cowboyish and
cavalier attitude toward the sovereign
integrity of other states. Both of these
traits he inherited from Blair.
The neocons have a reductionist view
of the world in which you’re either “with
us or against us.” As Peter Singer points
out in his book The President of Good
and Evil, “No other President in living
memory has spoken so often about good
and evil, right and wrong.” Singer says
Bush talked about evil in 319 speeches
between taking office in 2001 and June
16, 2003 (or in 30 percent of all the
speeches he made) and that he most
often mentioned the E-word in relation
to foreign affairs, where he doesn’t only
speak about “evil deeds, or even evil
people, [but] evil as a thing, a force.”
It was Blair who first injected international relations with this simplistic and
lethal new moralism. Blair’s “ethical foreign policy” was underpinned by powerful ideas of good and evil. During the
NATO bombing of Yugoslavia in 1999,
for which Blair took prime propagandistic responsibility, the PM announced a
new kind of military interventionism in
pursuit of “what is right.” Declaring that
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“we are fighting not for territory but for
values,” Blair said the NATO campaign
was “a battle between good and evil;
between civilisation and barbarity;
between democracy and dictatorship.”
In 2002, Bush, in a speech about the
war on terror, borrowed directly from
such Blair-speak, though he was, if anything, more modest than Blair had been:
“Some worry that it is somehow
undiplomatic or impolite to speak the
language of right and wrong. I disagree.
… There can be no neutrality between
justice and cruelty, between the innocent and guilty. We are in a conflict
between good and evil, and America will
call evil by its name.”
One of the most dangerous things
about the neocons’ militarism is its
deeply moralistic streak. Where older
forms of military interventionism were
at least grounded in realpolitik,
anchored by specific aims and desired
outcomes, the new interventionists who
blindly believe they have right on their
side can do pretty much anything they
please—including bombing cities in the
name of liberating them. Tony Blair was
an early moralizer of international relations, and George W. Bush is following
in his path.
The neocons also infamously care
little for the sovereign rights of other
states. If they believe that a threat is lurking within another country’s borders—
however imaginary that threat might
be—they will think little of crossing
those borders, toppling the authorities,
and occupying the land. Here, too, they
seem to have been inspired by Blair. In
the 1990s, the British PM did much to
undermine the sanctity of sovereign
equality in international relations and to
make it easier for the “international community” to intervene where it saw fit.
In April 1999, he gave a speech at the
Chicago Economic Club in which he
called for a decisive move away from
the old UN emphasis on respecting
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nations’ independence and toward more
proactive forms of military intervention
to topple “regimes that are undemocratic and engaged in barbarous acts.” This
became known as the “Chicago doctrine,” and it is known to have had a significant impact both on Clinton and the
neocons who were then waiting in the
wings.
Since the end of the Second World
War, the United Nations upheld that all
states had sovereign rights that could
only be violated by other states in selfdefense; that is, the world was built
around noninterventionism. Blair sought
to rewrite the script. He argued, “Where
a population is suffering serious harm
as a result of internal war, insurgency,
repression or state failure, and the state
in question is unwilling to halt or avert
it, the principle of non-intervention
yields to the international responsibility
to protect.”
These same arguments have been
adopted by the neocons. Like Blair
before them, they talk of their responsibility to intervene in states that are
allegedly repressing their own people or
harboring forces that threaten American
security. Even the neocons’ focus on
pre-emptive action to defeat threats
before they can emerge echoes the arguments of Blairism. When Vice President
Dick Cheney said of Iraq, “The risk of
inaction is far greater than action,” he
echoed Blair’s claim during the NATO
bombing of Yugoslavia that “inaction” is
the greatest evil in world affairs.
Blair is no poodle. Rather, his “ethical
foreign policy” should be seen as the
midwife of Bush’s dangerous interventionism. The neocons have taken on
board Blair’s war-speak and pushed it
even further. Bush’s bloody warmongering looks to me like Blair’s “humanitarian militarism” let off its leash.
Brendan O’Neill is editor of spiked in
London (www.spiked-online.com).
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Tuning Out Free Speech
Mandating broadcast balance makes a casualty of the First Amendment.
By Jesse Walker
IN THE NAME of liberating speech and
promoting what he calls the “uninhibited marketplace of ideas,” Congressman Dennis Kucinich may be ready to
revive a rule with a long record of stifling speech and inhibiting the exchange
of ideas. Speaking in Memphis this past
January, the Ohio Democrat, who now
chairs the Domestic Policy Subcommittee of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, declared “the
media has become the servant of a very
narrow corporate agenda” and pledged
to hold hearings on media reform. One
of the topics on the table: whether to
revive the Fairness Doctrine, a longdead rule requiring broadcast licensees
to “afford reasonable opportunity for
discussion of conflicting views on matters of public importance.”
Kucinich insists that he isn’t necessarily endorsing a return to the Fairness
Doctrine but merely wants to review the
effects of repealing it 20 years ago.
Taking him at his word, I’ll let him know
right now what a fair inquiry will reveal.
The wording of the Fairness Doctrine
may sound mild and unobjectionable,
but when it was in effect, it gave politicians and pressure groups a tool to
harass any station that transmitted views
they found disagreeable. Even when it
wasn’t being deliberately deployed to
suppress speech, it made broadcasters
less willing to present ideas that might be
controversial. And the chief effect of
removing it was a renaissance in opinionated broadcasting—not just by conservatives but by a host of populist
voices that were once marginalized on

the airwaves. If Kucinich thinks the
media is a servant of a narrow corporate
agenda today, rest assured that there
will be even less variety on the air if the
Fairness Doctrine is restored.
The doctrine became law in 1949, but
its roots predate the creation of the Federal Communications Commission.
When the FCC’s predecessor, the Federal Radio Commission, was born in
1927, its first task was to decide which
stations would be allowed to broadcast
on an increasingly crowded radio spectrum (or, more accurately, on that small
segment of the spectrum where the feds
were allowing people to broadcast). It
decided to favor “general public service”
stations with no particular point of view
over “propaganda” stations with a distinctive outlook, arguing that there
simply wasn’t space “in the broadcast
band for every school of thought, religious, political, social, and economic,
each to have its separate broadcasting
station, its mouthpiece in the ether.” In
practice, this meant an inoffensive commercial station affiliated with a network
would get precedence over a nonprofit
outlet run by a church, union, or civic
institution. That, in turn, meant a general
shortage of lively, controversial speech.
Chicago’s WCFL, for example, began
as an experiment that would have
warmed Kucinich’s heart: a listener-supported station run by the Chicago Federation of Labor, mixing entertainment
aimed at working-class listeners with
left-wing news and commentary. The
Federal Radio Commission judged it a
“propaganda” outlet and regulated it

accordingly, forcing it to change frequencies and, eventually, to stop broadcasting in the evening hours. With its
audience shrinking, it got fewer contributions and found it harder to pay the
bills. Finally, it gave up and became a
standard commercial station. In that
form, it was an enormous success. But
the number of opinions available on the
airwaves shrank.
It was in that same frame of mind that
the regulators declared, in a 1928 warning to a station owned by the Socialist
Party, that broadcasters must show
“due regard for the opinions of others.”
That guideline was formalized as the
Fairness Doctrine in 1949. It, too, was a
handicap for broadcasters with a point
of view.
Under the new rule, the first group to
feel a sustained series of blows was the
anticommunist Right. In December
1961, Walter and Victor Reuther of the
United Auto Workers, together with the
liberal lawyer Joseph Rauh, wrote a 24page memorandum to Atty. Gen. Bobby
Kennedy. The memo urged the administration to deploy the FBI, the IRS, and,
yes, the FCC to win “the struggle against
the radical right,” which to the Reuthers
included not just the John Birch Society
and the Christian Crusade but Sen.
Barry Goldwater and the libertarian
Volker Fund. The FCC, the authors
wrote, “might consider examining into
the extent of the practice of giving free
time to the radical right and could take
measures to encourage stations to
assign comparable time for an opposing
point of view on a free basis.”
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